blem : the one furnished by the variation of parameters or constants, which complete the integral obtained by the first approximation; the other furnished by the integration of the differential equations by means of indeterminate coefficients, or some equivalent method. Each of these methods may be applied to the theory of the perturbations of the heavenly bodies; and they lead to expressions which are, of course, substantially identical, but which do not appear in the same shape except after certain transformations.
4 being any whole number positive or negative, but excepting the arguments, 0, n t -tz, n f -t«r,.
n3
nf n {;
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Resolving the other fractions in the same manner, 
-£Li. Observing that
{3,i+l } C0S ( • (
the preceding expression may be put in the form 
O S i ( n t -n lt) ---------------------/ -------bo-

ME. LUBBOCK'S RESEARCHES
The preceding results are obtained by the direct integration of the differen tial equations: I shall now show that they coincide with the results obtained by the variation of the elliptic constants.
The equations for determining the variations of the elliptic constants are, In these works R is used with a contrary sign to its acceptation in the M6canique Celeste, which I have followed.
When the square of the eccentricity is neglected in the value of the radius vector, the equations may be employed in the following shape: 
